
2016 KEY HIGHLIGHTS
• The largest deal in 2016 was AT&T’s announced acquisition of 

Time Warner for $105.27 billion, or $85.4 billion excluding net 

debt. This was the highest value acquisition ever tracked by 

Berkery Noyes in the Media & Marketing Industry. AT&T is 

planning to diversify its business beyond telecommunications 

with Time Warner’s vast array of programming.

• There were 208 fi nancially sponsored transactions with an 

aggregate value of $27.10 billion, representing 12 percent of 

the total volume and 10 percent of the total value, respectively.

2016 KEY TRENDS
• Total transaction volume in 2016 declined by fi ve percent over                                                                                          

2015, from 1,900 to 1,796. 

• Total transaction value in 2016 more than doubled over 2015,                                                                                              

from $105.67 billion to $272.17 billion. If the Time Warner deal                                                                                                

is excluded, overall value increased 58 percent. 

• There were 18 acquisitions in 2016 with values above $2 billion,                                                                                               

as opposed to nine such deals in 2015. 

• The median revenue multiple shifted slightly from 2.0x in 2015                                                                                                     

to 2.1x in 2016. The median EBITDA multiple improved from                                                                                                

8.7x in 2015 to 11.2x in 2016, which was nearly the same as                                                                                                       

its 2014 level.

• The segment with the largest rise in volume in 2016 over 2015 

was Entertainment Content with a four percent increase, from 

206 to 215 transactions.                

M&A MARKET OVERVIEW

Berkery Noyes tracked 5,409 Media & Marketing transactions 

between 2014 and 2016, of which 1,154 disclosed fi nancial terms, 

and calculated the aggregate value to be $390.93 billion. Based on 

known transaction values, we project values of 4,255 undisclosed 

transactions to be $84.54 billion, totaling $475.47 billion worth               

of transactions tracked over the past three years.

Disclosed median enterprise value multiples for all segments 

combined in this report during the last 36 months were 2.0x revenue 

and 10.4x EBITDA. 
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Figure 1. 2014-2016 value and volume comparison.

     

Figure 2. 2014-2016 median value, revenue, EBITDA comparison.
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Transaction Analysis  ::  January 1, 2016 – December 31, 2016

Strategic vs. Financial Comparison

Figure 3. Shows distribution of transactions among Media and Marketing 
transactions based on publicly available information and Berkery Noyes 
estimates. Using a logarithmic scale, we determined that nearly two-thirds of 
companies purchased had transaction values of $1.6 million to $403.4 million. 
Based on this data, we estimate total transaction value of deals done in 2016 at 
$272.2 billion.

*Indicates largest industry transaction from Jan. 1, 2016 to Dec. 31, 2016.

Distribution Table 

Figure 4. Presents the data depicted in the bell curve histogram. 

Figure 5. 2016 value and volume comparison by acquirer type.

Note: Financially sponsored transactions are those financed by private 
equity, venture capital, and other investment firms. This includes 
acquisitions by portfolio companies of the investment firms.

Figure 6. 2014-2016 acquirer type comparison.



Purchaser Analysis

Transaction Volume by Segment :: January 1, 2014 – December 31, 2016
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Top Ten Notable Transactions 2016

Figure 8. Presents the median enterprise value/revenue multiples paid for 
companies in the Media and Marketing Industry from Jan. 1, 2014 to Dec. 31, 
2016 based on publicly available data.

Figure 7. Lists the top ten transactions for 2016 and calculates their aggregate 
transaction value as a percentage of the total aggregate transaction value as shown 
in Figure 1 & 4. 

Note: Transaction data based on announced date. Deal value represents total 
consideration paid by the acquirer.

Figure 9. Presents transaction volume by target segment within the Media and Marketing Industry from Jan. 1, 2014 through Dec. 31, 2016.
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Founded in 1980, Berkery Noyes is a leading independent 
investment bank serving the information, software, marketing, 
and technology industries. Th e fi rm has initiated, managed, and 

closed more than 500 merger and acquisition transactions for 
privately held and publicly traded companies in the healthcare, 

fi nancial services, education, and entertainment markets.  

Berkery Noyes Securities LLC assists middle market companies 
with raising growth capital in the debt and equity markets.

CONTACT US TODAY FOR A CONFIDENTIAL 
DISCUSSION OF YOUR STRATEGIC OPTIONS

212-668-3022
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All charts in this report are based on data gathered by Berkery 
Noyes’ research department. All time period statistics are based 

on the transaction announcement date. Th e information contained 
herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the 
circumstances of any particular company, individual, or entity. 
Th ere can be no guarantee that such information is accurate.

For current intelligence on Mergers and Acquisitions activity 
in the Information Industry please visit our online service at            

www.mandasoft.com

The DNA of M&A


